
GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS
Shared customer relationship management (SCRM): the umbrella term for everything offered by Digital 
Services, UpPurpose, and SPC + the “back office” operations like pledge processing, accounting and 
reporting. All of these things are part of a new United Way network-wide system for attracting, informing, 
tracking and generally managing our relationships with donors, year-round. 

Our customer is the donor. In a business, the customer is the person or entity that pays for the products 
– the shoes, the cup of coffee, etc. For nonprofits, the people and entities that pay for our products – the 
volunteer experiences and other things United Way does to strengthen communities – are mostly corporate 
and individual donors. SCRM is how we make sure those customers have a good experience so they continue 
giving to United Way, increase their gift and/or encourage others to give.

Digital Services: all of the technology, products, and services that will help United Way build stronger 
relationships with donors and attract new donors. They include things like:

• tools and technology – like Salesforce Philanthropy Cloud – to know who your donors are, what they care 
about, and what motivates them to get involved 

• donor communication strategies
• donor communication templates and content (blogs, social media posts, emails, etc.) created  

by UpPurpose 
• webinars and other support to help you get the most out of the new tools

UpPurpose: the team of data, technology, and marketing experts that can take all of the local stories and 
information and turn them into the digital products. Those products are all of things that appear on the 
websites, apps, social media posts and in emails that get donors excited about your work – and excited 
about how they can be a part of it.

In other words, UpPurpose provides:
• customizable, localizable, digital content (videos, stories and messages + marketing campaigns that 

combine all three) 
• on Salesforce Philanthropy Cloud
• on social media, in emails, etc.

• data analysis of online campaigns: insights into what works and what doesn’t

Salesforce Philanthropy Cloud (SPC): SPC is a website and app.
For corporate partner employees - It’s a single place to:

• learn more about the issues they care about 
• find out about the impact United Way is having 
• donate or volunteer
• see the impact they are having, as donors and volunteers

For corporate partners – It’s a way to track– in specific communities and across a country, region or  
the world:

• how many employees are engaged
• how often employees are engaging
• what impact employee engagement is having   



SPC ≠ Salesforce – SPC is made by the same company that provides the database United Ways use track 
and manage our corporate and major donors, but it is a completely different product. 

United Ways can buy SPC licenses. Salesforce charges us to license this product, the same way that 
Microsoft charges to license Office. Just like Office, the costs vary depending on how many people are using 
them. This means each United Way that chooses to use SPC will have different licensing costs. Many United 
Ways that have bought licenses charge their corporate partners to use SPC.

Shared Purpose is what we’re calling a new way of working with companies that meets their goals in terms of 
employee engagement, community impact (CSR), and/or reputation AND meets United Way’s goals in terms 
of community impact, community engagement, and fundraising. Shared Purpose is about collaboration – 
between United Ways and between United Way and each of our corporate partners.

It includes:
• off-the-shelf, proven products that United Ways are already using with their corporate partners

• a handful of these products will be available starting at the Fundraising for Impact Summit with 
more under development

• playbooks that explain, step by step, how to sell Shared Purpose products + tools, like marketing and 
prospecting resources, for each of those steps
• tools will begin to be available starting in Q2

Products are what United Way uses to make a difference and engage our customers:
• the programs you run with agency partners 
• the volunteer opportunities you offer corporate partners 
• SPC and the other websites and apps through which people can learn more about what United Way does 

and donate 
• marketing campaigns – the suite of issue-specific email templates, social media posts and other web/

mobile content that gets donors excited about our work, and helps them understand how United Way is 
making a difference – and how they can be a part of that.

The experience is everything people interact with that makes up their understanding of what United Way is 
and how they feel about us as an organization: 
• emails they receive 
• blogs they comment on
• Facebook posts they like
• sites, apps or text-to-give through which they donate 
• in-person and real-life experiences – as a campaign lead setting up a volunteer event or as an individual 

going to that event

The new tools, products and services we talked about here are part of creating the kind of personalized “digital 
experience” that people have with their favorite brands. Instead of a once-a-year employee campaign where 
everyone has the same experience that may or may not speak to their interests, you will be able to create 
highly personalized experiences. This means: 
• sharing information that is relevant to them – about issues they care about, events that excite them and 

giving opportunities that motivate them 
• communicating at the pacing they prefer (weekly, monthly, leading up to events related to their  

interests, etc.), 
• reaching them on the channels that they prefer (Facebook, emails, etc.)


